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57 ABSTRACT 
A mortar or short barrel weapon including a rifled 
barrel for propelling and rotating a projectile. The 
base plate, supports, and sighting components are con 
ventional. This invention pertains to a newly improved 
design for a projectile for use in combination with a 
mortar barrel including an electro-magnetic retention 
means designed to momentarily restrain the projectile 
in the breech of the barrel promoting burning of the 
propelling charge while momentarily retaining the 
projectile resulting in increased pressures, muzzle ve 
locity and range. The magnetic retention means com 
prises a retaining coil or coils selectively activated and 
deactivated by a control circuit comprising switches, 
coils, and conductors. An alternative mechanical re 
taining means is suggested utilizing retaining pins em 
ploying mechanical, hydraulic, or electro-magnetic 
control means. 

8 Clains, 9 Drawing Figures 
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MORTAR WITH ELECTRO-MAGNETEC 
RETANING COEL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the invention 
This invention relates primarily to an infantry 

weapon employed by the armies of the world as a close 
support weapon. Weapons of this class vary in diameter 
of the projectile from approximately 60mm to 120mm. 
The 81mm mortar and comparable calibers are widely 
used by U. S. forces and armies of the world. The de 
vice of this invention pertains to an improvement in this 
category of weapons which results in an increased 
range for the weapon. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Mortars employing high angles of fire are generally 

quite old to the art. At one time large caliber weapons 
of 12 inch diameter with shells weighing over 1,000 
pounds were used for seacoast defenses with a view to 
penetrating the decks of warships. The continued and 
most common use of this type of weapon is as a small 
hand serviced weapon employed by infantry troops. It 
is a common practice to fire the weapon at an angle of 
elevation above 45. The range is increased by depress 
ing the angle of fire. Improvisations to increase the 
range under the press of battle condition has been ac 
complished by attaching additional propellant charges 
to the mortar shell prior to dropping the shell into the 
barrel. Weapons of this category are normally serviced 
or fired by dropping the projectile into the muzzle of 
the barrel. As the projectile strikes the breech of the 
barrel, the propelling charge is ignited and the weapon 
fired. The projectiles are normally fin stabilized and 
smooth bore barrels are generally used. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The device of this invention employs a rifle barrel de 
signed to spin stabilize the projectile when fired. The 
preferred embodiment employs electro-magnetic coils 
in the vicinity of the breech of the weapon which, in ad 
dition to performing function of momentarily retaining 
the projectile in the breech, as the burning of the pro 
pelling charge progresses, the magnets also assist in the 
secondary function of expanding the malleable rotating 
band employed on the projectile to facilitate the rotat 
ing band engaging the lands and grooves of the barrel 
to accomplish stabilization of the weapon's projectile. 
Although the later detailed description will describe 
mechanical retention means employing retaining pins 
the preferred embodiment employs an electro 
magnetic retaining coil located in the breech of the 
weapon which operates in conjunction with appropri 
ate coils, a direct current force, switches and circuitry 
to activate the retention coil as the projectile slides 
down the barrel and deactivates the system as the 
weapon is fired and the projectile moves out of the bar 
rel. The primary object of this invention is to provide 
a weapon of increased range. This is accomplished by 
momentarily retaining the projectile in the breech of 
the weapon to accelerate burning of the propelling 
charge and increase pressures as the projectile is pro 
pelled from the barrel. The malleable expanding rotat 
ing band provided on the projectile of this invention en 
gages the lands and grooves and spin stabilizes the pro 
jectile. 
Other objects, advantages, and modifications of the 

concept of the combination of this invention will be ap 
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2 
parent to those skilled in the art from a study of at 
tached views and the following detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a sectionalized, partially fragmented illus 
tration of the breech area of the barrel illustrating prin 
cipally the electro-magnetic retention coils and the as 
sociated breech or firing chamber construction. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic wiring diagram illustrating the 
DC power soruce and the associated circuitry, coils, 
and signal lights of the preferred embodiment. 
FIG. 3 is a fragmented, sectional view of the barrel 

illustrating some of the detail of the construction of the 
on-off switch mounted in the barrel to activate and de 
activate the circuitry. 

FIG. 4 is a sectionalized view of the projectile illus 
trating some of the detail of the construction of such 
components as the propelling charge, orifices, rotating 
band, fuse, and bursting charge. 
FIG. 5 is a view of the muzzle of the mortar illustrat 

ing the lands and grooves. 
FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of a suggested alter 

native embodiment employing retaining pins in combi 
nation with a hydraulic, pressure sensor control means. 
FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of mechanical re 

taining pins in combination with the pressure sensor 
and a mechanical linkage for releasing the pins. 
FIG. 8 is a schematic illustration of mechanical re 

taining pins in conjunction with a pressure sensor and 
electro-magnetic control means for withdrawing the 
pins. 
FIG. 9 is a sectional view of FIG. 8 taken substan 

tially on line 9-9 looking in the direction of the arrows 
illustrating a possible arrangement of the retaining pins 
in the breech. 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

For a description of the construction and operation 
of the preferred embodiment, reference is made to the 
attached views wherein identical reference characters 
will be utilized to refer to identical or equivalent com 
ponents throughout the several views and the following 
detailed description of the preferred embodiment. 

In constructing the preferred embodiment, the con 
ventional base plate, support arms, and sighting means 
well known to the art will be employed. Accordingly, 
they will not be described in detail. 
The mortar barrel 10 is of tubular construction and 

may employ hot or cold extrusion or centrifugal casting 
techniques. The tube 11 is constructed with lands 12 
and grooves 13. The firing chamber of the weapon will 
be referred to as the breech 14, and the point of exit as 
the muzzle 15. Some of the principal non-conventional 
components of this invention pertaining to those ele 
ments illustrated in FIG. 1 in the breech 14 area of the 
mortar barrel 10. The magnetic core 17 should be con 
structed from high permeability iron and might well be 
of slightly larger diameter than the interior diameter of 
tube 11 placed and retained in position by heating tube 
11 and shrinking it on to the magnetic core 17. This 
magnetic core 17 comprises an outer wall 18, a core 
base 19, and the center core 20. Tail guide 21 is prefer 
ably constructed of paramagnetic stainless steel. The 
selection of this material is prompted by durability as 
well as improved function of the preferred embodi 
ment. This tail guide 21 may be threadably secured to 
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center core 20. Secured to or integral with the center 
core 20 is firing pin 22. The construction of the device 
might well include a bottom cover 23 threadably encas 
ing the tube 11 and magnetic core 17. 
Mounted internally of magnetic core 17 and tail 

guide 21 is first retention coil 25. This coil 25 encircles 
center core 20 and is employed singly for short range 
firing. The first retention coil 25 is employed in con 
junction with second retention coil 26 which is wound 
around and encases tail guide 21 to accomplish maxi 
mum retention and maximum range. Mounted in the 
mortar tube 11 at some point above breech 14 is the 
on-off switch 27 substantially in the configuration illus 
trated in FIG. 3. Integral with or secured to mortar bar 
rel 10 are mounted the various electrical components 
illustrated in FIG. 2. To activate the first 25 and/or sec 
ond 26 retention coils an appropriate DC source of 
power 28 such as a battery is employed. The circuitry 
is preferably protected by circuit fuse 29 or an equiva 
lent structure such as a circuit breaker. To adjust 
strength of the retention force in the first 25 and/or sec 
ond 26 retention coils an adjustable potentiometer 30 
is suggested. A lever type first switch 31 activates the 
circuit. The first switch 31 completes the circuitry to 
short-range coil 25 and short-range signal light 32. The 
second switch 33 activates the second or long-range re 
tention coil 26 as well as second coil signal light 34. On 
off switch 27 illustrated in FIG. 3 is placed in an opera 
ble position for activation by projectile 37 as it moves 
in and out of mortar tube 1. 
For a detailed description of the construction of the 

projectile 37 of the preferred embodiment, reference is 
made to FIG. 4. The projectile 37 is constructed in the 
general configuration illustrated and comprises a body 
portion 38 and a tail portion 39. The two main portions 
of the projectile are constructed in the conventional 
manner and may be threadably secured together. Posi 
tioned between the body portion 38 and the tail portion 
39 is a malleable rotating band 40. This band 40 is con 
structed of a soft metal such as copper and includes a 
round or oval expansion core 41 which comprises a 
hollow space internal of the rotating band 40. The pro 
pulsion of the projectile 37 is accomplished by the pro 
pellant body 42 which is threadably secured adjacent 
to the body portion 38. This portion of the projectile 37 
is constructed in a configuration compatible with the 
contour of magnetic core 17 particularly compatible 
with the outer wall 18 and tail guide 21. The construc 
tion of propellant body 42 should utilize heat resistant 
metal such as iron or steel and be constructed with six 
thrust orifices 43 equally spaced around its lower pe 
rimeter. Secured to propellant body 42 is the projec 
tile's cylindrical tail 44 which is constructed of metal of 
high permeability such as iron. In the center of the cy 
lindrical tail 44 is machined a space for the propulsion 
detonator 45 components. At the lower extremity of 
cylindrical tail 44 is detonation primer 46. The primer 
46 is interconnected to the propelling charge 48 of ni 
trocellulose or cordite powder. Secured to forward por 
tion of projectile 37 is point fuse 49. This device is pref 
erably threadably secured in order that it may be de 
tached and readily attached to avoid the hazards of 
transporting fused projectiles 37. Various methods of 
attaching the components are possible; however, fuse 
threads 50, propulsion body threads 51, and cylindrical 
tail threads 52 are suggested in the preferred embodi 
ment. The projectile body 38 would normally encase a 
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4. 
bursting charge 53 which might be TNT, Explosive D, 
or phosphorous. The type is selected in accordance 
with the mission. 
Though not considered to be the preferred embodi 

ment, various selected methods of employing mechani 
cal means to utilize the broadest concept of this inven 
tion are illustrated in FIGS. 6, 7, 8, and 9. These con 
cepts each employ retaining pins 56 which are con 
structed in the breech 14 portion of mortar barrel 10. 
Equal spacing of these pins 56 are suggested in FIG. 9. 
The manner in which they may contact or engage the 
projectile 37 and various operable means for withdraw 
ing the pins 56 are illustrated in FIGS. 6, 7, and 8. All 
the device must employ propulsion pressure sensors 57 
which communicate with breech area 14 of the 
weapon. For a schematic illustration of hydraulic em 
bodiment, your attention is particularly invited to FIG. 
6. Operably secured to the propulsion pressure sensor 
57 is a hydraulic sender 58 which communicates with 
a hydraulic conduit 59 operably engaging hydraulic re 
ceiver 60 which activates pin withdrawing linkage 61. 
Lever 62 acting over fulcrum 63 would by the interac 
tion of drive arm 64 and withdrawal arm 65 release re 
straining pin 56. 
For a structure which is entirely mechanical, refer 

ence is made to FIG. 7. Propulsion pressure sensor 57 
is employed in conjuction with mechanical sender 68 
in conjunction with a receiving arm 69 and a pin with 
drawal arm 70. This linkage or variations thereof could 
accomplish extracting of retaining pins 56. 
For an illustration of a suggested construction of an 

electrical embodiment of this mechanical embodiment, 
reference is made to FIG. 8. In conjunction with pro 
pulsion pressure sensor 57 an electrical sender 73 is 
employed. This sender 73, when activated, contacts 
sender contact switch 74 in circuit with a DC power 
source 75 which activates pin coil 76. The electro 
magnetic force on the pin coil core 77 through pin cir 
cuit 78 would result in a withdrawing of retaining pins 
56. The concept endeavored to be illustrated and de 
scribed in the foregoing schematics incorporates the 
principal of employing retaining pins 56 in the breech 
of a mortar and are designed to temporarily restrain the 
projectile and the pressure is increased at which time 
the retaining pins 56 are withdrawn thereby accom 
plishing an increased range for the weapon. 

OPERATION 

As in utilization of the conventional mortar, sights 
are adjusted for the selected range and direction. In fir 
ing the device of the preferred embodiment, the first 
switch 31 is activated to magnetize the first retention 
coil 25. If maximum retention and maximum range is 
desired, the second switch 33 is placed in contact mag 
netizing also second retention coil 26. On-off switch 27 
is activated. Following this procedure the desired pro 
jectile 37 is dropped tail first into the muzzle 15 of tube 
11. As projectile 37 moves toward breech 14, its con 
tacting of on-off switch 27 activates the first 25 and 
second 26 retention coil. Cylindrical tail 44 progresses 
into tail guide 21 and the magnetic force seats projec 
tile 37 firmly against outer wall i8. Contact of the 
upper edge of outer wall 18 firmly against the malleable 
rotating band 40 through interaction of the compo 
nents and expansion core 41 expands rotating band 40 
to its maximum diameter. Detonator primer 46 
contacts firing pin 22. Ignition through propulsion det 
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onator 45 ignites propelling charge 48, as burning pro 
gresses gases are expelled through the thrust orifices 
43. The magnetic retention force of retention coils 25 
and 26 momentarily retain projectile 37 in the breech 
4 of the weapon. Burning and pressure progresses 

until the pressures are adequate to overcome the reten 
tion force at which time the projectile 37 moves rapidly 
forward in mortar barrel 10. As projectile moves out of 
the tube 11, the on-off switch 27 is contacted deactivat 
ing circuit to conserve DC source 28. This operation 
results in advance burning or propelling charge 48, in 
creased pressures within mortar barrel 10, and in 
creased range for projectile 37. 
The operation of the embodiments illustrated in 

FIGS. 6, 7, 8, and 9 are comparable. Retaining pins 56 
can be spring loaded in such a manner as to be forced 
outward similar to switch 27 as the projectile 37 arrives 
at the breech 14 of the weapon. Pins 56 engage and re 
tain projectile 37 as detonator primer 46 is contacted 
and propelling charge 48 ignited. Retaining pins 56 
continue to engage the projectile 37 until pressures in 
the breech activate propulsion pressure sensor 57 
which through either hydraulic sender 58, mechanical 
sender 68, or electrical sender 73 activate the various 
mechanical systems withdrawing retaining pins 56 re 
leasing projectile 37 a moment after ignition of propel 
ling charge 48. This retention function and the ad 
vanced burning of propelling charge 48 results in in 
creased pressures within mortar barrel 10 which results 
in increased range similar to the preferred embodiment 
aforedescribed in more detail. 
As indicated, the preferred embodiment is the elec 

tro-magnetic version of the device illustrated in FIGS. 
1, 2, 3, and 4. Three alternative embodiments have 
been schematically described. Other modifications in 
corporate the basic principals of this invention will ap 
pear to those skilled in the arts from a study of the fore 
going detailed description and the various views. 
What is desired to be claimed is all embodiments of 

this invention not departing from the scope of equiva 
lents of the appended claims. 

claim: 
1. A mortar and projectile system comprising: 
a. a mortar barrel having a breech end and a muzzle 
end, 

b. a projectile constructed and arranged to be pro 
pelled from said mortar barrel, 

c. a propelling charge in association with said projec 
tile, said charge being adapted to propell said pro 
jectile from said barrel when said charge is ignited, 

d. means for igniting said propelling charge adjacent 
the breech end of said mortar barrel, and 

e. a magnet restraining means for temporarily re 
straining the said projectile as the burning of said 
propelling charge is initiated and until generated 
pressures of propellant combustion overcomes said 
restraining means. 

2. The invention of claim 1 wherein said restraining 
means is an electro-magnet. 

3. The invention of claim 1 further comprising: 
a lands and grooves constructed in said mortar bar 

rel, 
b. a rotating band constructed integral with said pro 

jectile, said rotating band constructed and ar 
ranged to engage said lands and grooves and rotate 
said projectile. 

4. The invention of claim 1 further comprising: 
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6 
a. a magnetic core mounted in the breech of said 
mortar barrel, 

b. a malleable rotating band secured to said projec 
tile, 

c. said magnetic core and said malleable rotating 
band compatibly constructed and arranged to com 
press and expand said malleable rotating band 
upon firm contact with the said magnetic core. 

5. The invention of claim 1 further comprising: 
a. a first retention coil secured adjacent the breech 
of said mortar barrel, 

b. a source of direct current of adequate potential to 
activate and magnetize said first retention coil, and 

c. conductor means interconnecting said direct cur 
rent source and said first retention coil. 

6. The invention of claim 5 further comprising a sec 
ond retention coil, said conductor means adapted to 
selectively activate said first and said second retention 
coils for a maximum retention force. 

7. A mortar and projectile system comprising: 
a. a mortar barrel having a breech end and a muzzle 
end, 

b. a projectile constructed and arranged to be pro 
pelled from said mortar barrel, 

c. a propelling charge in association with said projec 
tile, said charge being adapted to propell said pro 
jectile from said breech when said charge is ignited, 

d. means for igniting said propelling charge adjacent 
the breech end of said mortar, 

e. mechanical restraining means for temporarily re 
straining said projectile as the burning of said pro 
pelling charge is instituted and until generated 
pressures of propelling charge overcome said me 
chanical restraining means, 

f, said mechanical restraining means further compris 
ing: 
1. a propulsion pressure sensor communicating 
with the breech of said mortar barrel, 

2. a restraining pin secured to said mortar barrel, said 
restraining pin adapted to contact and selectively 
engage and retain said projectile, 

3. a hydraulic pin withdrawal linkage positioned adja 
cent said breech of said mortar being in a position 
to engage and release a projectile, and 

4. hydraulic means operably interconnecting said 
propulsion pressure sensor and said hydraulic pin 
withdrawal linkage constructed and arranged to 
withdraw said restraining pin responsive to propul 
sion pressure in said breech. 

8. A mortar and projectile system comprising: 
a. a mortar barrel having a breech end and a muzzle 
end, 

b. a projectile constructed and arranged to be pro 
pelled from said mortar barrel, 

c. a propelling charge in association with said projec 
tile, said charge being adapted to propell said pro 
jectile from said breech when said charge is ignited, 

d. means for igniting said propelling charge adjacent 
the breech end of sair mortar, 

e. mechanical restraining means for temporarily re 
straining said projectile as the burning of said pro 
pelling charge is instituted and until generated 
pressures of propelling charge overcome said me 
chanical restraining means, 

f, wherein said mechanical restraining means com 
prises: 
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1. a propulsion pressure sensor communicating 
with the breech of said mortar barrel, 

2. a restraining pin secured to said mortar barrel, 
said restraining pin adapted to contact and selec 
tively engage and retain said projectile, 5 

3. an electro-magnetic pin withdrawal linkage posi 
tioned adjacent said breech of said mortar being 
in a position to engage and release a projectile, 
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and 

4. conductor means operably interconnecting said 
propulsion pressure sensor and said electro 
magnetic pin withdrawal means constructed and 
arranged to withdraw said restraining pin respon 
sive to the propulsion pressure in said breech. 

k k ck k 


